
Pinnacle 811 

Chapter 811: Damn rich man 

 

What Yilibela wants to talk about is naturally the overseas sales right of the "titanium rhodium alloy". 

Qin Yu kept silent about this, only smiling but not answering. 

After Ilibera Fink clarified BlackRock's demands, what he saw was Qin Yu's smile. 

"Qin, I know there is an agreement between us, we have to wait for a suitable opportunity." 

"Do you remember, I thought I had forgotten." 

Ilibera gave him a helpless look, and sighed a little decadently: "But BlackRock is not a miracle. Investors 

and shareholders need results." 

"That's your problem, not mine." Qin Yu responded. 

"Yes, Qin, this is BlackRock's problem!" Illibela admitted unexpectedly, without any muddle-headed 

meaning. 

But then she asked, "But I want to know, when is the so-called right time?" 

"Of course at the right time." 

"When is the right time, because no matter when, there will be various reasons for resistance. 

Even if I want to feed our cat to eat cake, some people will say that this is wrong and you should not do 

this. " 

"Can cats eat sweets?" Qin Yu was curious. 

"I don't know, so I want to give it a try." Ilibera said with a cute smile and raised her head. 

"What if it dies?" Qin Yu looked surprised. 

Ilibera's smile remained unchanged, but she said lovingly, "I won't be able to buy another one." 

Her tone is not like joking... 

Therefore, Qin Yu has a general understanding of her character. 

There should be something serious about this child, and he should be cured! 

"So, what is the right time?" Ilibera tilted her head and looked at Qin Yu from bottom to top. 

Although his eyes were smiling, his pupils were full of cold indifference. 

"When the time is right, you will know it naturally." Qin Yu said with Erlang's legs upright, leaning on the 

back of the chair. 



"Well, it seems I can't convince you." Illibela straightened her back with a bright smile, pushing the 

documents in front of him towards Qin Yu. 

"What do you think of this?" Qin Yu opened the file under Illibela's gaze. 

What appeared were a few pictures of the moon pyramids, huge dilapidated flying objects, and some 

kind of strange building wreckage. 

Snapped! 

Qin Yu closed the document and said mockingly: "No one will believe this, are you kidding me?" 

"No, Qin, this is not a joke." Illibela's expression became more serious. 

"I don't believe it." Qin Yu threw the file back to her surely. 

Are you kidding me? Lao Tzu's people are cooking noodles and planting vegetables. I haven't seen any 

pyramids, flying machines, or ruins. 

If you use old photos from the last century to fool people, you are really criticizing me. 

"Because they were all destroyed, on December 16, 1972." Ilibera's expression became serious. 

"If you can look more carefully, you will find a detailed time record on it. 

Before that, they brought back all the things they could bring back. " 

Seeing Qin Yu's obviously unbelieving expression, Ilibera approached him with a playful expression, and 

said mysteriously: "You don't really think that there is a moonshock experiment, do you?" 

What do you mean, the moonshock experiment is fake? 

The truth is that the bald eagle planted bombs on it, blowing up the pyramids, the wreckage of the 

spacecraft, and the ruins of the base that she said. 

What's the joke, if it is really an explosion, it will always leave traces. 

"So there was an out-of-control crash on the 11th lunar module, the artificial moonshock experiment on 

the 12th, the out-of-control crash on the 13th... 

There were no bombs, there were only repeated moonshock experiments and the spacecraft out of 

control, but they all happened to oscillate on the lunar surface. " 

Conspiracy theory, Qin Yu asked about the classic taste. 

But the possibility that Ilibera said gave Qin Yu an urge to believe. 

Because according to historical records, collisions occurred in all six logins, without one exception. 

It's not a malfunction, but a moonshock experiment. 

Anyway, it must have crashed into the moon... 

"Do you know what you are doing?" Qin Yu asked sincerely. 



Although there are doubts in my mind, there is one more thing. So far, no strange things have been seen 

in the construction of the lunar ecosystem. 

Compared to rumors, he believed more in what he saw before him. 

Well, it seems like I can go up some time. I hurried around and didn't see anything last time. 

This time, Qin Yu had to look for the wreckage where the collisions took place. 

"The moon ecosystem is related to you, right?" Yilibela's sudden speech made Yu Ge's heart beat. 

This was an instinctive reaction to being revealed by a secret, and it came too suddenly. 

However, his facial expression management is still very good. 

Looking at each other with a flat face, he asked, "Why do you say that?" 

"Because your answer is too affirmative, I can see that it is from the heart, and only people who know 

the truth can do this. 

And there is only one way to understand the truth..." 

Ilibera snapped his fingers and said proudly: "Also, Xia Guo's response to the moon base has been very 

slow, which is inconsistent with his previous performance!" 

"So, I guessed right?" Ilibera wanted to hear him in person. 

Can Brother Yu say it? 

With a faint smile and shook his head, Qin Yu spread his hands indifferently: "You like to guess, you 

guessed it yourself." 

It's a little bit of no confession, but it makes people helpless. 

Because as long as Yu Ge does not admit, she has no evidence to prove her point of view. 

Why, tell others that I am sure by guessing that the moon base is related to Qin Yu. 

If he was in the Bald Eagle, he might be secretly imprisoned! 

But the person is in the east, so there is no way to move! 

"Qin, let us be honest with each other. 

Titanium rhodium alloy is the key for human beings to move into the universe and into the future. 

BlackRock hopes to get your support. " 

"This has nothing to do with BlackRock or business!" Qin Yu said decisively. 

"Really don't think about it anymore?" Ilibera blinked her lovely big eyes. 

"I promise, you will get what you want, but not now." Qin Yu said pertinently. 

"Okay, I understand." Ilibera stood up and handed him a document. 



"This is my new offer to you, take a look!" 

Qin Yu took the file and was very disapproving at first, but soon his expression became strange. 

"Are you sure?" He didn't get any arbitrary terms or threats. 

Is BlackRock's equity. 

Equity, not shares... 

This is what Qin Yu never guessed from the beginning to the end, and BlackRock would actually use 

equity as a bargaining chip. 

The weight of this bargaining chip is so heavy that it requires Qin Yu's serious consideration before he 

can give an answer. 

Because it represents not only money, but also power and influence. 

Obtaining BlackRock's equity is equivalent to obtaining a passport to go international. 

Whenever and wherever, a business card with "BlackRock Director" written on it will be taken seriously. 

Friendliness and hostility are not important, what is important is that deterrence and attention! 

The only requirement in this agreement is that BlackRock has the right to sell the "titanium rhodium 

alloy" in Europe and the United States. 

Not only are sales qualifications, they also need the right to set prices. 

They don't care what Qin Yu's price is now. 

How much they can sell in the future is what they care about... 

The more the properties of titanium and rhodium alloys are discovered, the more it touches the hearts 

of BlackRock and its investors behind the scenes. 

It is like a universal metal, omnipotent! 

As long as you have it, going to space will no longer be a costly and difficult task. 

Although there are still many problems to be solved, they are not a big problem! 

Besides, it is not only used in the aerospace field... 

"Kirin, what do you think?" Qin Yu seemed to be thinking, but in fact he was communicating with Qilin. 

"This scene reminds me of once..." 

"...Where did you come from?" 

"Sorry, I am bringing myself into your identity... extracting information." 

Countless pictures, newspaper cuts and historical records appeared in Qin Yu's eyes. 

Most of them are records about foreign capital entering Xia country 20 or 30 years ago. 



Want to set prices, stifle the development potential of the industry, and crack down on potential 

opponents, you have to be grateful for this. 

Because the other party is carrying the burden, you have nothing to do. 

Now, Qin Yu has the same opportunity. 

Holding the source, let "titanium rhodium alloy" flow into the market and impact the development and 

future of the entire industry. 

If you can smoothly master the right to speak, get a monopoly! 

So, it is not difficult to pinch the white house once in a while. 

The Bald Eagle will not invest regardless of the cost, just for the development of the local industry. 

Even if the White House allows it, BlackRock and the profitees will not agree. 

"We should talk to another place." 

Qin Yu walked towards the elevator in person, and Ilibera shook her double ponytails and followed up 

hopping around. 

The negotiation process was not complicated. Qin Yu promised to give BlackRock the exclusive right to 

sell for 5 years, with priority to renew the contract. 

But the pricing power is up to him, and there is nothing to talk about. 

Qin Yu's face was a bit unwilling, as if resisting the temptation from the other party, "Damn rich people, 

they give too much." 

"Qin, I show so much sincerity, can't you be a gentleman?" 

Ilibera talked about lollipops, her eyes filled with pride and arrogance. 

She really likes sweets, and she has never stopped her sugar intake since we met. 

Eating either dessert or sweets. 

As if leaving these things, she was going to die. 

"If I change places, I would be happy to be a gentleman. But this is business, Bella!" 

Qin Yu put the revised contract in front of her, indicating that this is his biggest bottom line. 

Or, accept this contract! 

Either, from where to go back and where to go. 

"Well, UU read www.uukanshu.com but I have a little request." 

Ilibera took out the pen and put it next to the contract: "I want to visit the production line of titanium 

rhodium alloy." 

"No problem!" Qin Yu said with a hand. 



"Then we're settled." Ilibera snorted with a lollipop, took off the pen cap and smiled happily. 

Nothing in this world is priceless, just like now... 

"Deal." Qin Yu quickly signed his name. 

The letter of intent for cooperation is signed, and the two companies will come in closer to finalize the 

details of the cooperation. 

Another signing ceremony will be held to finalize this cooperation! 

"We should have a drink to celebrate." Ilibera ran to the small bar and took out a bottle of...Coke from 

the refrigerator. 

Pour Coke into a champagne glass, add ice cubes, "Qin, let us toast to the future cooperation." 

Ding! 

Chapter 812: Debut 

 

Three days later, BlackRock's negotiating team arrived in the abandoned city. 

On the miracle side, Watson led the team and was responsible for contacting the other side. Qin Yu also 

saw Ilibera again. 

The other party is holding a blue lollipop in his hand, licking and licking, eating very...temptively. 

If it weren't for her freshness of 96, Qin Yu would have thought he had met a hunter! 

Scanning analysis system: 

Ilibera Fink. 

Age: 18. 

Height: 172cm. 

Weight: 57kg. 

Specialty: Digital analysis, language charm, IT engineer, evil essence. 

[Reminder: The target has a number of professional expertise and has great potential in the IT field, 

please treat it wisely] 

Face value: 96-. 

Body: 96-. 

Mood value: 85↑↓. 

Favorability: 91↑. 

Freshness: 96. 



Miracle belief value: 80. 

According to this data, Brother Yu was very helpless. He didn't know why it suddenly became 91 ↑. 

I didn't do anything, just drank Coke. 

Rejected her dinner invitation, and then ignored her for the past two days. 

As soon as we meet today... 

Good guy, go straight to 91↑, shake M! 

"Qin, you promised to take me to visit." Illibela put her legs on the table, not caring that she was 

wearing a short skirt. 

Qin Yu nodded and said: "Go here, let them talk about the rest." 

"Okay!" Ilibera happily followed. 

"I heard that the research projects in this building are all classified." Ilibela said suspiciously while riding 

the elevator down. 

"Yes." Qin Yu nodded. 

"Can I take a look?" Ilibera put her chin in her hands, and turned to face him cutely. 

The big eyes flickered and flickered, with an innocent light. 

"No." Qin Yu refused decisively. 

It's cute, sorry, it doesn't work! 

You are a bit charming, but Brother Yu has also seen the world. 

I thought that by virtue of his appearance, he could make Yu brother fascinated... 

Really think too much. 

Leaving the headquarters building, the two went to the production workshop of "titanium rhodium 

alloy" together. 

On the assembly line, the metal liquid is sealed and boxed under inspection. 

Walking inside, disassembling the workshop and the sterile room, Qin Yu took Ilibera to visit in the same 

way. 

And she took it very seriously, until Qin Yu said it was over. 

She asked questioningly: "So, where did the raw materials come from?" 

Qin Yu pointed out and said, "That's a secret!" 

Looking in the direction of his fingers, Ilibera was sure that it was the direction of the headquarters 

building. 



Therefore, the real secret is still hidden in the building. 

Seeing loneliness by yourself? 

No, you can't say that. 

With the amazing super memory from childhood, today's harvest is huge for her. 

Although I haven't understood the principle of "titanium rhodium alloy". 

But at least there are no small gains, and at the same time I have a deeper understanding of this magical 

material. 

But, what can he do to allow him to agree to take himself to visit the headquarters? 

"Don't think about it, Bella, your idea is impossible to realize." After the negotiation is over, the time for 

the signing ceremony is finalized. 

Ilibera explained her needs and views to the negotiating team. She needed to visit the headquarters of 

Miracle Company to obtain some data. 

As long as these eyes have seen it, she can clearly write it down. 

In the words of her father, her brain is more accurate than a computer, and only true artificial 

intelligence can be comparable. 

Ilibera only needs one opportunity, even if the time is short. 

One glance, just one glance... 

"You won't even get a chance, Bella, do you know how we got in?" 

The representative of the negotiating team said speechlessly: "We went through three security checks, 

wore electronic sensors, and were followed by four security guards throughout the process. 

Someone will follow you even when you go to the toilet, do you understand? " 

"Moreover, they have the most advanced AI intelligent system." Someone mentioned this, and they saw 

the tip of the iceberg in the negotiation process. 

This corner alone is enough to shock people. 

It also strengthened the conviction of the negotiating team, and it is imperative to cooperate with 

Miracle Company. 

"I don't believe there is no way." Ilibera said reluctantly. 

Nothing can make her succumb, and she will not back off because of a little bit of difficulty. 

"This is your father's order, don't make trouble in this negotiation, we need to cooperate with the 

miracle." The representative said. 

"Are you using him to press me down?" Illibela's expression became dangerous. 

The lollipop in her hand was also held in her mouth again. 



"Yes." The representative looked at Ilibera without backing down. 

The two looked at each other for a long time, until Ilibera burst out laughing. 

Sit back to her seat, Ilibera turned her chair and said, "Since it is his order, I will follow it." 

"...You won't." Seeing her nasty smile, I knew she didn't even listen. 

"Look at her, she is not allowed to leave your sight for 24 hours." He explained to the two bodyguards 

who pretended to be paralegals. 

The representative sighed feebly. All he could do was to do his best and obey the fate. 

Ilibera, she is no ordinary kid. 

It's the king of bear children, there is nothing she dare not do... 

The next day, Ilibera appeared at the entrance of the Miracle Headquarters early in the morning. 

After closing the car door, watching her standing outside the door shaking her head and shaking her 

double ponytails and licking lollipops, Qin Yu asked curiously: "What's the matter?" 

"Yes, I want you to show me around." Ilibera followed his footsteps. 

"I said, this is impossible, Bella!" Qin Yu refused with a smile. 

"No matter what the price is, I only want to visit once, just watch, don't tell." Ilibera pleaded. 

Entering the elevator, Qin Yu looked at her begging and shook her head decisively: "No...Bella, I'm very 

busy today!" 

Qin Yu was really busy today, and Vulcan officially started work. 

Qin Yu has to do all the necessary handover and communication. Who asked him to choose a technical 

person to be in charge of the company. 

But Zhang Wei did achieve the effect he wanted, taking the lead to plunge into the work, so that the 

employees who joined in the future ignited the passion. 

He knows how to incite the passion of technical talents, or his own powerful appeal. 

Every employee who has talked with will devote himself to work like him. 

One person can burst out the power of three people, which is not something anyone can do. 

A natural leader with strong professionalism. 

This talent is selected right. 

The only bad thing is that Qin Yu needs to protect him. 

All the problems that require communication and coordination must be handled by him! 

Fortunately, all his communication only needs to be carried out in the country. 



Otherwise, with the current chaotic and tense communication situation in the Western world, Qin Yu 

just wants to say that he should buy a private jet. 

"Qin, aren't we friends?" Illibela was still entangled. 

"My friend would not make such a request from the beginning." Qin Yu retorted. 

"Qin, I..." 

Ding. 

Ilibera quickly pressed 108 while he was not paying attention, and the elevator opened immediately. 

Running out of the elevator like wind, Qin Yu's voice sounded in the elevator: "Kirin, stop her." 

A transparent glass fell from above, blocking Ilibera in the elevator. 

Behind the glass wall is an equally transparent glass wall. 

It’s just that you can see nothing but darkness inside... 

"Do you want to stay here or come back?" 

Ilibera patted the wall vigorously. After confirming that he could not be relieved, she raised her head 

and said angrily: "I hate AI." 

10 minutes later, Sun Yuan and two security guards escorted Ilibera to the company lobby. 

Walking out of the gate, Sun Yuan smiled and nodded: "Miss Fink, please go slowly." 

Ilibera raised her fist unconvincedly, and said fiercely: "I will be back." 

Shaking away, Ilibera's eyes sparkled with surprise. 

The Miracle Company was far more mysterious than it showed. On the 108th floor, she saw something 

in the dark. 

Those blue and red light spots are by no means the indicator lights when ordinary machines are running. 

She knows, she just knows... 

But, what exactly is it? 

With countless questions, Ilibera returned to the hotel. 

Sitting on the bed cross-legged, sitting all night. 

There are countless questions in my mind, scratching her heart like a kitten, making her unable to calm 

down. 

No answer will drive her crazy. 

At this moment, the assistant suddenly broke in and turned on the TV before Ilibera could react. 

"Are you new here?" Ilibera squinted and smiled like a flower. 



Seeing her expression like this, the assistant couldn't help but tremble, but quickly explained: "You need 

to look at this, you will understand after reading it." 

The screen jumped, and a fierce explosion sounded from the TV. 

Because the assistant was too scared and put his voice loudly, the explosion seemed very noisy in the 

room. 

The unprepared Ilibera almost jumped up, and the assistant was even more frightened, crying to 

explain: "Sorry, I didn't mean it, I..." 

"Shut up." At this time, Ilibera was too late to care about what the assistant said. 

In the TV screen, a neat row of exoskeleton mecha fighters, wearing tactical masks, and dark immersive 

glasses. 

The feeling of standing there is like a Hollywood blockbuster just released. 

But the text below reminds Ilibera. 

This is not a movie promotion, UU reading www.uukanshu.com is an official interview. 

The dexterous action, the infinite power, the jaw-dropping hanging mechanical arm and the small 

missiles on it. 

The individual drill began, and an exoskeleton mecha fighter faced two light tanks. 

As soon as the encounter started, the battle was over. 

A tank was overturned by the power provided by his exoskeleton mecha, lying on its side on the ground 

and turned into scrap iron. 

One was hit by a shoulder cannon head-on, and could only spin around helplessly. 

Then the main gun was violently dismantled, and what will happen next is self-evident... 

"Mum, hiccups!" Ilibera ran out barefoot. 

Picked up the hotel phone, and then put it back again. 

She sounded just now, she is not on the bald eagle now, but on the other side of the ocean. 

The moment the call was connected, the father and daughter said in unison: "You saw..." 

Chapter 813: You take a der! 

 

"Hey, Mom, I am going home to live today, what do I eat tonight?" I have been busy for so many days. 

Taking advantage of the outside eyes from the Vulcan to the new generation of exoskeleton armor [Xing 

Tian], Qin Yu plans to go home and enjoy a warm time. 

"Ah? Are you coming back?" Liang Chuyu's tone was a bit wrong. 



It sounds like a bit embarrassing! 

"What's the matter, you two don't want to come out with the entire third child, do you?" Qin Yu was a 

little dazed, if so, would he be homeless again. 

The tuba is abolished, is it because the trumpet is also abolished. 

Another sub number? 

"No, you dead boy, what are you talking about?" Liang Chuyu cursed with an angry smile. 

"My father, Qingqing, and Little Pumpkin are in Sanya! Auntie, we also brought it here. If you want to go 

home and settle it by yourself, it's the sauce!" 

Snapped! 

The phone hung up, and Brother Yu was in a daze. 

With the busy people here, a family of four took two babysitters, and went to Sanya in a cool manner. 

It turned out that the clown was myself! 

Cry, can't stand this grievance! 

Open the WeChat-Lu Qing-Moments of Friends. 

Good guys, Park Hyatt Grand Ocean View Suites, also opened two sets at a time. 

Lu Qing is the same as Little Pumpkin, and the mother is the same as Lao Qin. 

On the face is the glass sea. From the photos, the few people are having fun. 

Although there are not too many photos in Moments, it can be seen from the photos of entering the 

room released on the first day. 

I have been playing in Sanya for a week, do you plan to live there? 

A message was sent to Lu Qing: "When you are shopping, if you see a suitable house, buy two sets by 

the way, and use them on vacation in the future." 

Lu Qing has his secondary card, and buying two sets of houses is just incidental? 

Lu Qing: "Okay, I will talk to auntie." 

Qin Yu: "...So you two are a pair." 

Lu Qing: "Did you know it on the first day?" 

Qin Yu: "Ok, it's my passion." 

Lv Qing: "Photo X1X2X3...Does the watch my aunt bought me look good?" 

Cartier blue balloons, there must be someone complaining about it, the workmanship is not good, the 

price is inflated, this is not good, that is not good... 



But the market quotes! 

As Cartier's highest-selling brand series, how can you say it is not good, and it sells more than 100,000 

units a year. 

Lv Qing’s model is 33MM, ladies, steel belt, public price 45,100. 

Because it is currently in the fire stage, the actual starting price may be higher. 

It looks really good-looking, as for the price... 

It doesn’t matter whether the gift from the mother is increased or not. 

After chatting with Lu Qing for a while, she replied that she would go shopping with her mother, and 

said that she saw a real estate for sale just before. 

Sea view, large flat floor, high-end apartment. 

Telling her to pay attention to safety, Brother Yu will start thinking about where to go today. 

Or go to Teacher Song. 

Brother Yu hasn't experienced enough of the gentle watery feeling! 

But after get off work, Qin Yu didn't decide where to go. 

Instead, Jiang Luo called and wanted to invite him to dinner. 

At the roadside stall on the street in front of her small apartment, Qin Yu stopped Rafa at the 

intersection and basically the whole street exploded. 

They all took photos with their mobile phones, Qin Yu hid as soon as possible, and put on a mask to find 

Jiang Luo who was waiting at the rice noodle stand. 

"Brother." Jiang Luo, who was looking around, also recognized him at a glance even when he was 

wearing a mask. 

"Why do you remember calling me to eat?" Qin Yu rubbed her head, and the little girl wrinkled her nose 

unwillingly. 

"It's okay...I just want to see you." Jiang Luo said with a grin. 

"I saw it, aren't you happy?" Qin Yu asked the boss for two bowls of rice noodles, and then ordered 

some braised vegetables and other dishes. 

"Happy." Jiang Luo was still smiling and stupid. 

Qin Yu looked into the community, pointed to the opposite building and said, "Is this the community you 

bought?" 

"Well, on the 20th floor, although the place is not big, I live alone in a very warm atmosphere." Jiang Luo 

responded. 

"When to quickly find a partner, I will not be young anymore," Qin Yu said. 



"I'm not happy, why do you look for it, how good I am by myself." Jiang Luo retorted. 

"..." Qin Yu shook his head, a little helpless. 

I don't know how many times this topic has been said, but she has never let go. 

Qin Yu is not a fool, he can feel Jiang Luo's feelings for him. 

But he did not consider Jiang Luo in any way, and he had his principles. 

Do not touch anything that is related at work! 

So far, Yan Xue is a special case, and her work is still independent in Shanghai. 

Jiang Luo is different. She is the CEO of Lixin Investment who was personally selected and trained by Qin 

Yu. 

It is no exaggeration to say that she is the one who really manages the money bags of Miracle Company. 

Qin Yu did not hope that one day, due to personal emotional problems, the normal operation of the 

company would be affected. 

Often at the beginning, there will be various guarantees. 

This won't, that won't... 

But the future is uncontrollable, no one can say that they will be together forever. 

Just like no one can say that he will never make a mistake in his life. 

In life, there will be such and such small frictions... 

Qin Yu is handling well at the moment, but everyone is still young, and some of them are time and time. 

A little longer! 

When you get older, when you get married and have children? 

There will definitely be an impact, and Qin Yu hopes that the impact will be controlled by simple 

personal relationships. 

Rather than being a mess of public and private matters. 

"By the way, do you want some skewers?" The thoughts in his mind flashed, and Qin Yu pointed to the 

skewers not far away and changed the topic. 

"Okay, let me go!" Jiang Luo trot to the skewers restaurant. 

Waiting for someone to deliver something, a roasted leeks, six oysters, a roasted kidney, and a handful 

of muscle tendons at the end. 

Qin Yu looked at the string in front of him, and said dumbly: "Your brother, I'm not old yet!" 

Jiang Luo said disapprovingly: "I know there are many sisters-in-law, you are working hard at night, it 

doesn't hurt to eat more." 



"..." Yes, Brother Yu doesn't remember the villain's past. 

I don't want to fight, just eat it. 

Shaking the skewers and drinking a small beer, Jiang Luo felt a little fluttering before meeting too much. 

After a meal is finished, people can't walk anymore. 

"Boss, check out." After sweeping the money and closing the account, Qin Yu helped Jiang Luo to walk 

into the community. 

Seeing her swaying, Qin Yu walked around and squatted down to lift her back. 

"Which building are you?" Qin Yu asked as he walked. 

"That, that..." 

Walking in the direction she was pointing, Jiang Luo was almost there and waved his hand again: "No, 

it's not right, yes, that's it." 

… 

Finally found home, opened the door and went in. 

The warm yellow light illuminates the room, and the small living room is especially warm. 

Although the sparrow is small, it has everything. 

Just like Jiang Luo himself said, it was especially warm and comfortable. 

Qin Yu sent her to the room, dragged her shoes, still on the bed. 

After I came out and sat on the lazy couch in the living room, thinking about speaking to Teacher Song, I 

would go there later. 

Before she could reply, the video bounced back. 

In the video, Teacher Song is turning on a lamp, the desk is in a mess, and he is taking notes with a pen 

in his hand. 

The thin-framed glasses are also on, they look gentle and have a special feeling. 

"Why, the work is not finished?" Qin Yu asked. 

"No, there are open classes. I am preparing for this lesson! Where are you?" Song Yuqiao asked 

curiously. 

"At my friend's house, I will pass later." Qin Yu said. 

"Don't come here. I don't have time to accompany you when you come. I have to get up early 

tomorrow. Don't make bad ideas." 

Song Yuqiao warned in advance to let him come over because of his great energy. 



I must have suffered greatly from the power of the palace, and I may not be able to get up in the 

morning, so I will teach some public classes. 

At the thought of being tossed by him all night, Song Yuqiao resolutely opposed him coming to find 

himself. 

But I was worried that Qin Yu would be angry, and finally agreed to him a lot of powerless and weird 

conditions in a good voice, so that he dispelled the idea of confronting Teacher Song. 

After hanging up the video, Qin Yu secretly shook his head regretfully thinking of her predecessor's 

ladylike fragrance of books. 

Yes, there is nowhere to go today. 

Lifting his hips and trying it on the sofa, Qin Yu lay back: "I can do it here tonight." 

At 3 o'clock in the morning, the sound of footsteps suddenly came into my ears. 

It was Jiang Luo's voice, and Qin Yu continued to fall asleep without moving. 

In case she slept in a dazed state and still not awake, it would be embarrassing to see something. 

But after a while, he heard footsteps getting closer. 

Then the other person sat on the carpet beside him, as if looking at him quietly. 

The hair on the face feels the temperature of the palm. 

Even if he didn't see it, Qin Yu could still think of Jiang Luo reaching out to touch his cheek. 

"Do you know... From the moment you saved me, I have fallen in love with you." The soft whispering 

voice came into my ears. 

Then, walking away, the living room resumed its former tranquility. 

In the darkness, Qin Yu opened his eyes, his expression full of entanglements. 

At this moment, he hates this **** vigilance and super hearing... 

The next day, when Jiang Luo got up, Qin Yu had disappeared. 

There was a breakfast on the table for two, with a post-it note on it: "Morning, I'm going to work." 

Looking at the note on the breakfast, Jiang Luo held it in his hand and smiled in his arms like a silly. 

Soon after, she posted the note on her refrigerator. 

Because she decided to keep this note, always reminding herself how happy it is at this moment. 

But Qin Yu, who was planning to drive away at the intersection, was not so happy. 

He had arrived 10 minutes ago, and found two little girls taking pictures in front of his Rafa. 

Brother Yu just wanted to wait, UU read www.uukanshu. com can go after the filming. 



It's not the first time. People are taking pictures in the parking garage, let alone parked on the road. 

It's not a big deal to like to take two more shots. 

Who doesn't have any hobbies, there is nothing wrong with liking good cars, right? 

But this time is 10 minutes, the two girls are shooting and P, constantly discussing the messy posture, 

effect, background, and copywriting. 

Brother Yu also endured it, brushing the notes to look at the girl, and put himself in a good mood. 

But he is kind and patient, and the little girl feels that his background has affected her shooting. 

"Handsome guy, can you let me take a picture here, let's take a picture here!" With an impatient tone, 

Brother Yu instantly exploded his hair. 

Tweeted~ 

The car lights flashed, and Brother Yu, wearing a black mask, got into the car decisively. 

Shoot, take a der! 

 Chapter 814: Too expensive, you can not buy it! 

 

 

"Little brother, can you leave a WeChat account?" 

"Little brother, I am XXX, can I make friends with you?" 

"Little brother, open the window, little brother!" 

Accelerate slowly, after pulling a safe distance. 

Qin Yu slipped on the floor... 

Although he wanted to lower the car window to ask, where did the two pheasants come from? 

But as a gentleman, he must maintain his own personality! 

Ever since Ilibela’s "kind" reminder, Yu Ge thinks it might be better to be a gentleman. 

Because it is easier for a gentleman to take shortcuts to the heart of a woman... 

Reached an agreement with BlackRock on the sales price of 4100 yuan/kg. 

Counting process and transportation, the price is almost 6 times that of titanium-rhodium alloy coating. 

BlackRock's team is naturally dissatisfied, but Miracle Company's answer is simple and asshole: too 

expensive? You can not buy it! 

When I heard this sentence, the chin of the negotiating team representative was almost shocked. 

There is no such negotiation, this is not a normal routine! 



How can you not play the cards according to the routine, didn't you say that Xia people are very 

humble? 

What about humility? How polite? 

"Compared to the sky-high prices of chips and switches that you sold to us back then, this is already a 

friendly price." 

There are thousands of reasons in my heart, and I can only break it and swallow it in my belly. 

This time, it was BlackRock who asked for it. 

Moreover, the country where the other party is located is a place where one's own power and influence 

cannot be affected. 

MMP~ 

So angry! 

Because of this, at the signing ceremony. 

The awkward smile of the stalemate representative of the negotiating team was clearly recorded by the 

camera. 

So much so that anyone who knows BlackRock is talking about it after reading the report. 

What kind of somersault did BlackRock have in front of Miracle Company? 

However, they soon learned. 

The price of titanium rhodium alloy is 1100 US dollars/kg, and the industry is crazy when the news 

comes out. 

Worldfuck, what the hell? 

This is a naked robbery, a despicable, shameless, and nasty trick. 

No one can threaten the bald eagle, no! 

BlackRock's answer is also very simple. It should be said that they applied the answer of Miracle 

Company: "It's too expensive, you don't need to buy it!" 

Caoyou*#&￥（*@（）） 

The beautiful melody flipped in Brother Xiaohei's mouth, with a natural BGM. 

But no matter how hard you scold it, you still have to buy it. 

However, this pricing is equivalent to excluding downstream buyers. 

Only large companies can accept such high prices, but the initial sales were not like this. 

Companies such as chemicals, materials, and energy have basically placed orders with BlackRock. 

They don’t need a lot, just a small piece of rough. 



The name of the hit is naturally "test and inspection," in fact, I just want to see who can analyze its 

synthetic formula. 

As long as someone can master the formula, it is not difficult for them to bypass Miracle Company. 

You know, the other party does not have a registered patent. 

Thinking of this, the popular teeth are itchy. 

If he registers a patent right, then relying on patent filing can greatly reduce the difficulty of reverse 

engineering. 

How can it be repaired! 

Wanting to reverse the synthetic formula of "titanium rhodium alloy", Yu brother smiled and said 

nothing. 

Ask him what he dare to think, just one sentence: Come on! 

If it were that easy, Darth Obertin would not receive the "Holy Eternal Medal." 

It will not be hailed as "the father who opened the era of the universe." 

As the smartest person in the Great Universe Alliance, is it so easy to unravel the results obtained during 

his lifetime of research? 

Not to mention the technological gap between the two sides... 

To ask Yu brother what he was worried about, his only concern was that the top scientists discovered 

the fact that they could not solve the mystery. 

Drive yourself crazy! 

"Qin." Parked the car at the door of the company, Qin Yu saw Ilibera again. 

It's just that this time she didn't take sugar anymore, and she didn't hold a lollipop that never left her 

hand. 

"I said, Bella, No~" Qin Yu kept walking inward. 

"No, no, no, I'm not here to ask for a visit, in fact I'm here to discuss business." Ilibela said quickly. 

"What business? Our business has been negotiated, have you forgotten?" Qin Yu responded with a 

smile. 

"I'm talking about new business, Xing Tian, exoskeleton mecha!" Ilibela's words made Qin Yu stop. 

He didn't ask how the other party knew, but instead asked: "Why do you think that you have enough 

chips to impress me?" 

"It's not to impress you, but to remove your guard." Ilibera said, "It should be okay for me to say that?" 

"No problem, but how do you get rid of my guard?" Qin Yu stepped into the elevator and said decisively: 

"Kirin, cut off all the button links and go to the top floor." 



"Understand." Qilin. 

Seeing that there was only one 119 sign on the light ring, Ilibera shrugged and said: "This is not a 

gentleman's behavior." 

"It's not a lady's behavior not to ask questions, so we are half a cat." Qin Yu said with a smile. 

"Well, Qin, BlackRock wants Xingtian's technology." 

"impossible." 

"This is the first time you rejected me?" 

Ilibera rolled her eyes helplessly, an anger rose in her heart. 

In the days when she came to Xia Country, she was rejected more times than in her lifetime. 

And Ilibera is not a person who likes to be rejected, since she was a child, she has what she wants. 

The wind and the wind, the rain and the rain, belong to her daily life! 

"From now on, you have to get used to being rejected, because whatever you want to say next, the 

answer will be...No!" 

Qin Yu approached her and told her the final answer with an exaggerated mouth. 

Regardless of whether she brought a bargaining chip or the sincerity to eliminate her guard, it was not 

enough to dispel Qin Yu's idea. 

[Xing Tian] is different from titanium rhodium alloy, they are essentially different. 

What's more, he would not think that after BlackRock purchases it, it will be put into use directly. 

They will dismantle [Xing Tian] to carry out research and imitation, and combine their own 

craftsmanship to create an exoskeleton mecha belonging to BlackRock. 

"Qin, you should know that this is just business, and you have made the business too complicated." 

"Maybe, but I am not short of money, am I?" 

Qin Yu's rhetorical question left Ilibera speechless, rich and self-willed, what can you do? 

Faced with such a client, what should she use to persuade each other. 

Okay, Ilibela is a bit helpless. 

With sanctions, Qin Yu would not take this set. 

Buying, what to use as a bargaining chip, they have already used up the bargaining chip before. 

What's more, the other party's persistence in this matter cannot be bought at all. 

"Qin, what you are doing is changing the world, do you know that?" Ilibera sat opposite him and looked 

at him seriously. 



"And you need more help to make the change faster. If everything is like what I said, then we will be 

able to create the future together..." 

"No, no, Bella, you made a mistake." Qin Yu interrupted her with a smile and waved his hand. 

"The miracle is the future. It doesn't require any assistance or cooperation with anyone." 

Qin Yu knows what she wants to do, a new pattern is coming, and the inherent definition between 

organizations and institutions will be broken. 

Everything will be redefined. BlackRock wants to be one step ahead and become a giant that can control 

the world. 

And this is exactly the goal of the miracle. 

And he has already done this... 

The moon base, the monsters and the Mars project, what do you think these are for? 

"But having BlackRock will make you achieve your goals faster." Illibela's reason is unconvincing. 

"I'm leaving, Bella!" He made a color toward Sun Yuan at the door, and pointed his finger at Ilibera. 

Sun Yuan immediately followed and stood in front of Ilibera with a smile. 

And Qin Yu has returned to the elevator again, "Sorry, I have a lot of work to do today. You can rest here 

and eat some desserts." 

Before the voice was over, the elevator doors were closed. 

And Ilibela, who wanted to keep up, was perfectly defended by Sun Yuan... 

On the 118th floor, the elevator door opened, but the number on the elevator was still beating, 

indicating that it went down to the first floor without any pause. 

After showing his muscles to the outside world, Qin Yu ushered in a new order. 

200 brand new [Xingtian] exoskeleton mechas, this time Bai Ze has special requirements. 

Such as the defensive weapon of the leg and the mini vector engine, it can make the control of [Xing 

Tian] more flexible and grotesque. 

After installing the vector engine, its trajectory will become more elusive. 

In actual combat, it will be more difficult to predict and has a more profound deterrent significance. 

Another example is the multifunctional claw inside the suspended robotic arm, which can deal with 

complex terrain and emergency escape, and can also act as a "mechanic doctor" when necessary. 

Although very unreliable, it is at least a possible development direction. 

In addition, Baize also has higher standards and requirements in terms of power. 

They hoped that [Xing Tian]'s standby time can reach one week, and it can last for 24 hours when the 

firepower is full. 



This must be Bai Ze's idea, because only he has seen [the creator]. 

Although I don’t know how he connects the moon base, the [creator] and the source of power. 

But he must have guessed something and thought that the miracle had a stronger source of power and 

did not come up with it. 

The fact is also true. As long as the [Crystal Core] is mounted on [Xingtian], it will be able to gain 

sufficient power. 

However, this deterrence will become a kind of fear. 

When you are two steps beyond others, UU reading www. uukanshu. com they will fear you. 

When you go beyond five steps, they will ruin you... Do everything. 

Therefore, under the premise of taking risks, Qin Yu reduced the volume of [Crystal Core] by four-fifths. 

The size of a fist used by [the creator] has become a goose egg. 

This is enough to meet Bai Ze's requirements, and sometimes good things can't be taken out all at once. 

Because if you lose your hole card, it's easy to be opened by someone. 

See exactly how many catties you are! 

For Lao Bai's self-esteem, Qin Yu felt it was better to keep his underwear. 

To equip [Xing Tian] with a new energy source, the previous design needs to be changed. 

[Xing Tian] 1.0 upgraded version, the name is simple and clear! 

However, since the machine has been upgraded, should the price be increased by one liter? 

Chapter 815: Jealousy makes people lose their minds 

 

 

"If you dare to say anything about raising prices, I will definitely go and kick your **** myself." 

When Qin Yu just reached his lips, Bai Ze stunned him back. 

With a dry laugh, Qin Yu tentatively said: "Is there really no hope?" 

Bai Ze couldn't help but vomit: "Do you really think I don't know its profit?" 

"Well, when I didn't say it." Qin Yu turned the subject off. 

No way, the profit is too high and the conscience is guilty. 

Although Bai Ze certainly can't figure out the precise numbers, he can at least estimate the approximate 

numbers based on materials and accessories. 

And this number is not nine digits... 



"Damn bastard, I wish you an early release." Qin Yu sent a cordial greeting. 

"Then you can wait, my body is as strong as a cow." Bai Ze smiled and hung up the phone. 

The purchase order for 200 exoskeleton mechas brought huge profits to the company. 

The turnover exceeded 40 billion, reaching a historical peak. 

Uh~ 

It should be said that it is the creation of history, and it has been creating history, even if it is still too 

young. 

But very strong, very strong! 

"Damn bastard, how many secrets did you hide in that building?" Bai Ze, who came to pick up the goods, 

punched him hard in the chest. 

200 units will be delivered in 13 days. 

He would not believe that these were completed in 13 days, Bai Ze has seen 118 layers of veil. 

"That's my privacy, Old Bai." 

Qin Yu put his hand on his shoulder and joked: "Spy into the privacy of others, only **** will do this." 

Bai Ze looked at him incredulously, and laughed: "If anyone between us looks like a bastard, it must be 

you." 

"Thank you for the compliment." 

Qin Yu moved his right hand forward, turned his knees and bowed two times in front of his chest, and 

expressed his most sincere gratitude to Bai Ze. 

"You're really a bastard." After signing the receipt, Bai Ze threw the document in his hand and smiled 

and cursed toward the helicopter. 

Watching the helicopter lift off, Qin Yu just turned around and handed the document to Xu Meixin, and 

saw Ilibera Fink running from a distance. 

"I~Sell~Gad!" Qin Yu stretched out his hand and patted on his forehead. 

He really took it, this woman is more difficult than mildew... 

"Qin, Qin wait for me." Seeing Qin Yu turned and left, Ilibera speeded up, ran forward and grabbed his 

sleeve. 

"I said, no, this is the last time I said, Bella." 

Qin Yu said helplessly and warned: "If you continue to struggle, I will let the secretary blacklist you." 

He hadn't done this before because he thought Ilibera would only persist for a while. 

Soon, she will lose patience and look elsewhere. 



But from the current situation, she does not intend to give up... 

"No, Qin, I came to you for something else." Ilibela gasped. 

"What?" Qin Yu was surprised, didn't she do it for [Xing Tian]? 

"Ghost, that game, I want a game pod." Ilibela said impatiently. 

… 

… 

Looking at the pickup truck leaving with Illibela, Xu Meixin, who stood behind Qin Yu, said, "She knows." 

"She doesn't know anything." Qin Yu responded. 

"How do you know?" Xu Meixin asked. 

"I just know." Qin Yu smiled mysteriously, full of confidence. 

Of course he would know, because the **** controls everything. 

At least in the field of "players", there is nothing it cannot know. 

After all, it is rooted in the terminal of every "player" and always walks with them. 

Ilibera Fink suddenly became interested in "Ghost" because she thought she had discovered something. 

Her speculation is correct, there are treasures in the monsters... 

But, in fact, she didn't really walk into the treasure, just thought she was in. 

I hope that when she realizes this, BlackRock has not invested too much resources and money. 

You know, he now holds 2% of the company's shares. 

This is not a small number. It means that he is the third largest individual major shareholder in the entire 

company, with a seat and voting rights on the board of directors. 

Although it seems to be nothing right now, once there is any change or conflict within BlackRock. 

Perhaps, what he has in his hands will be the decisive last vote. 

Anything is possible, who knows! 

In this way, getting rid of Illibela Fink's entanglement made Qin Yu less worried. 

What followed was another thing that made him happy, Tang Xin came to the company. 

No, no, not because there is something between them. 

Instead, she brought her fellow riders to Qin Yu, planning to go out for a car ride. 

Yes, Yu Ge's recent work arrangements are a bit too tight. 



So that he didn’t have much time to arrange his private time, entertainment, enjoyment and indulgence, 

nothing... 

As he has emphasized countless times, this is not the result he wants. 

No matter what you are doing, the ultimate goal is to enjoy life better. 

If this goal is lost, then everything else is no longer important. 

"Let's go now." Hanging up, Qin Yu contacted He Wu and asked him to drive his locomotive to the door. 

The Z650 modified by [Nano Worm] was at the moment Qin Yu sat on it. 

Light up a deeper dark crimson... 

"Have you modified it?" 

Seeing the dark red breathing light, Tang Xin asked curiously: "Where did you make it? It looks so cool." 

"I did it myself... I figured it out based on the video. It's not very difficult." Qin Yu responded calmly. 

"What a joke?" Tang Xin thought he was joking with himself. 

Seeing Qin Yu's serious gaze, he couldn't help but hesitate to ask: "Are you serious?" 

"Of course." Qin Yu nodded. 

"Do it for me too." Tang Xin said immediately, "I can pay." 

"Sorry, no way!" Qin Yu shook his head and refused. 

Seeing that she still wants to speak, she preemptively said: "Because the thing I use is the company's 

confidential test product. It is not only a car, but an experiment." 

Qin Yu stroked the car with his hand, and the dim red light suddenly brightened. 

When he moved his hand away, the light that turned on dimmed again. 

Tang Xin was stunned by this scene, it seemed to be alive, giving people a grotesque and absurd visual 

impact. 

"Sister Tang, can we go now?" A familiar little white face appeared beside Tang Xin. 

Turning his gaze to Qin Yu, he saw the Kawasaki Z650 sitting down, a glimmer of surprise flashed in his 

eyes. 

After that, Little Milk Dog once again provoke Qin Yu: "This is my new car." 

The little milk dog patted the new locomotive under his crotch, Kawasaki ZH2. 

It is the same model as Tang Xin's car. It should be said that he bought it according to Tang Xin's car, and 

even the options are exactly the same. 

"Why, do you want to tell me, can I change cars?" Qin Yu asked with a smile. 



"Do you think you can beat me again?" Little Milk Dog's tone lacked confidence and swallowed 

unconsciously. 

Qin Yu patted the fuel tank and said with a smile: "As long as you speak up, I can give you a chance." 

"I..." Little Milk Dog tried to say that. 

But whenever he wanted to say "challenge to you", his voice suddenly fell. 

It was as if there was an invisible big hand, strangling his throat. 

"Well, don't tease him, he is still a child." 

Tang Xin gave him a blank look, wearing a helmet and said, "Go, let's go." 

Qin Yu shrugged casually, buttoned the mask and followed. 

In the eyes of Little Milk Dog, Tang Xin was acting like a baby to Qin Yu, so he let himself go. 

Afterwards, the couple left with their husbands. 

Because they didn’t put themselves in their eyes at all, because as Tang Xin said: He is still a child... 

"I want to play with you again." 

The little milk dog chased him up, stood side by side with Qin Yu in front of the red light, and challenged 

him. 

"you sure?" 

Qin Yu lifted the mask and said, "Know that you will lose another good car. It's not cheap." 

"Do not." 

The little milk dog said confidently: "I will get my car back, you won't get anything." 

Hearing the conversation between the two, Tang Xin turned around helplessly, trying to persuade the 

little milk dog to recognize the facts: "Stop making trouble, okay?" 

But she obviously didn't understand men enough, and this sentence didn't work for the little milk dog at 

all. 

Instead, he strengthened his confidence and made him angry: "Now, I am waiting for you in the arena." 

With the green light on, the little milk dog snapped down on the mask, coaxing the throttle to turn to 

the right to accelerate... 

"What's the situation?" The players behind were all dumbfounded. 

Today's plan is to go to the outskirts to gather wind, and by the way, let everyone and the car feel like 

they should keep moving forward. 

Qin Yu smiled helplessly, looked at Tang Xin and said, "I seem to be causing you trouble." 

Tang Xin gave him a blank look, and Tang Xin said nothing. 



Just waved in the direction of the right turn, today, I changed my route... 

It's the same place last time, the same track. 

People are still the same group of people, and nothing has changed. 

The only thing that changed was Xiaomaogou's Z650, now Qin Yu's, and he was driving a ZH2 heavy 

machine. 

No one knows how much he paid for this car. 

How many conditions were promised before Dad was willing to pay the bill for this car for him. 

In short, this is his darling, his favorite. 

Not only because it is ZH2, but also because it is the same model as Tang Xin's car. 

Couples, couples cars...understand? 

Although it's just wishful thinking of the little milk dog, UU reads www.uukanshu.com, but he thinks so. 

This will make him feel that he is one step closer to Tang Xin. 

Everything was perfect at first, until Tang Xin suddenly proposed to find the **** who won his car. 

Little milk dog thought he was relieved. 

He was jealous when he saw the ecstasy between him and Tang Xin, secretly sending Qiubo. 

And jealousy can make people lose their minds! 

"Really compare?" After confirming the right to use the track, Tang Xin still solicited Little Milk Dog's 

opinion again. 

"Yes." Little Milk Dog nodded very surely in response. 

Because he heard Tang Xin's subtext: "You will lose." 

Even if she didn't say it, the little milk dog just heard her voice. 

The dignity he lost in front of Tang Xin last time, today he wants to take back all of it. 

Chapter 816: …Of 1 

 

 

In the silent track, only the little milk dog sat on the ground in a daze. 

A hundred meters away, the brand new ZH2 rolled over to the ground. 

At this time, it was full of scars, but it was not the glory that it should have, but the endless humiliation. 

Lost! 



There is no controversy, and the loss was thorough. 

Because he can't even control his own car, what else is he talking about winning or losing? 

From being led by Qin Yu at the beginning, to being dazzled by anger. 

Regardless of one's own ability and safety, just thinking of surpassing the opponent's acceleration, 

acceleration... 

Then the body lost control, and it rolled over and fell to the ground. 

Everything happened too fast... 

"Are you okay?" The riders from the Che Youhui rushed over and looked at him worriedly. 

The accident was not serious, and he fell out of control at the moment he entered the corner, sliding for 

a few meters. 

With the protection of the cycling clothes, he would not suffer any injuries. 

However, depending on his appearance, the blow this time is probably not a small one for him. 

Buzzing~ 

Qin Yu put down the car brace, took off his helmet and walked over. 

Everyone thought he was going to taunt him, and someone was ready to interrupt him. 

But Qin Yu just stretched out his hand to the little milk dog and said calmly: "Do you want me to pull you 

up?" 

The riders looked at each other, they didn't expect Qin Yu to be so grand. 

Mature man's heart, open-minded and confident. 

It was vividly displayed in him, and some people even looked at Qin Yu with admiring eyes. 

At this moment, he is 10,000 times more handsome than before riding a bike. 

"I don't need you to be pitiful." The little milk dog said fiercely. 

"I know you care about Tang Xin, but have you ever wondered why she never cares about you." 

Qin Yu looked at him blankly, and Tang Xin, who was standing in the crowd, embraced her arms and 

watched coldly. 

She wanted to hear what Qin Yu had to say. 

Also, this unrealistic fantasy should end. 

She never feels anything to a little kid, never before, not now, and never in the future. 

Seeing that the person concerned did not speak, the other riders who wanted to say something 

swallowed them back. 



"Because you are a child who has not grown up, what women want is a sense of dependence and 

security. 

Look at you, what a man you can rely on. This is why she said you are still a child. " 

Qin Yu retracted his hand and smiled indifferently with his helmet in between: "If you want to pick up 

girls, let yourself be mature first!" 

After speaking, Qin Yu turned and left, stepped into the car and waved his hand without looking back, 

"Send the car to you first, let's go." 

Seeing him going away, the riders felt like he was very fond of him. 

This man is too handsome! 

Not long after leaving the field, Qin Yu received a call from Tang Xin. 

Qin Yu pulled the car over and stopped: "Why, your little fan is asking me for trouble again? 

I'm not a shield, I will charge for this next time. " 

"A black-hearted capitalist, my dad is working for you, so he wants to blackmail his daughter." 

Tang Xin grinned and scolded, where did the open-minded mind he showed just now. 

"Respect for Mr. Tang and collect the due fees, these are two different things." Qin Yu retorted. 

"Well, I can't tell you, where are you?" Tang Xin didn't come to him to argue. 

"Why, would you like to invite me to dinner? If it's not, then forget it, I think this will not be suitable for 

participating in the event." 

"The event has been cancelled, so I invite you to dinner, no problem!" 

After sending it, Qin Yu waited by the side of the road. 

Five minutes later, Tang Xin rode her heavy machine to come. 

Stopping side by side with Qin Yu, Tang Xin opened her mask and asked, "What do you want to eat?" 

"How about beef noodles? Or soak the buns," Qin Yu said. 

These are the two most desired foods that popped out of his mind for the first time. 

Tang Xin laughed dumbly, and said, "As expected of Old Northwest, you can't have both noodles and 

steamed buns, you know..." 

No one would guess how crazy the two of them were for a meal, and what the price they paid. 

630 kilometers, from the abandoned city to Jincheng, just for a bite of authentic beef noodles! 

When the two locomotives entered Jincheng Avenue, the exhausted spirit suddenly became excited. 

"I must be crazy." Parked the car at the door of a beef noodle shop. 



"I'm the one who is crazy." Qin Yu took off his helmet and tossed his hair. 

I didn't choose any Internet celebrity shop specifically, but downstairs in a residential area, I found a 

small shop that was full of food in the morning. 

Very ordinary fly house, the two of them plan to settle breakfast here first. 

Yes, Jincheng’s breakfast is a bowl of beef noodles. 

This is the local speciality, and even beef noodles with three meals a day is not uncommon. 

Cheap, full, and warm. 

There is soup, noodles and meat, so I can't have another pancake to meet various needs. 

"Two bowls of noodles, increase the amount!" 

"What kind of noodles do you want?" 

"Secondly." 

Beef noodles are divided into fine, two-thin, three-thin, big width, leek leaf, and normal. Some stores 

have more tricks. 

Qin Yu asked for the second fine, slightly finer than the thin stick. 

In the northwest, a bowl of noodles can play a lot of tricks, which is not a blow. 

I found a small table and sat down, and found that Tang Xin was also sitting opposite. Qin Yu curiously 

asked, "Don't you want it?" 

"Didn't you order two bowls?" Tang Xin asked in surprise. 

"That's my own." 

"...Boss, one serving is normal, add meat!" Tang Xin said speechlessly. 

"I also add meat to my two bowls, more spicy." If she didn't say anything, Qin Yu almost forgot to add 

meat. 

The noodles came in a short while, white noodles in clear soup, sliced radish inside, covered with large 

slices of beef and green onion. 

Spicy dipped the soup on the right to red, and Qin Yu picked up the noodles with chopsticks. 

In twos or twos, the whole bowl of soup is red... 

Stir up a chopsticks noodles with red pepper and green onion on it, "snorting~~" 

Suck it into your mouth, then put two pieces of radish and beef into your mouth and chew together. 

This smell, silly! 

After a bowl of Hululu, Qin Yu dried all the noodles and soup. 



Then came the second bowl. Qin Yu took it and asked the boss to add a portion of radish. The sliced 

radish cooked in the clear soup was also delicious. 

Hululu~ 

Seeing him feasting and eating half of the bowl with two mouthfuls, Tang Xin said amusedly: "How long 

have you been greedy?" 

"I'm greedy every day, snoring~ I don't want to have anything." Qin Yu said while eating, as if reluctant 

to stop. 

Seeing how he gobbled it up, Tang Xin was also very appetite. 

After eating a bowl of noodles, it still means not full. 

She doesn't usually have such a big appetite, but she will definitely not be able to eat another bowl. 

"Why, I'm not full?" Qin Yu raised her head and asked, seeing how tangled her abdomen was. 

Look at the bowl he put down again, the soup is dry again, "This is too edible." 

"Well, it's almost...or let's have a bowl!" Tang Xin looked at him expectantly. 

"Boss, let's add noodles, meat, and carrots." Qin Yu said loudly. 

The aunt who was eating noodles next to him was amused by him, and asked with a smile: "Where did 

the young man come from? He can eat so much and he looks very strong." 

"From the abandoned city." Qin Yu responded with a smile. 

"Oh, there are hundreds of kilometers away, right?" The aunt was shocked, and the diners around also 

looked up. 

With a knowing smile, he said "I still have the patience to eat goods!" 

"Well, more than 630 kilometers, specially for noodles." Qin Yu nodded and pointed to himself and Tang 

Xin. 

"Haha, our Jincheng beef noodles are good enough..." Aunt Xiaojiaojiao said. 

"Yes, it's authentic outside, but it's just a bit bad." 

"That's for sure, the water and the soil are the same, and the water is different. No matter how 

authentic you are, it won't be right." 

"That's the truth." The aunt's eyes were not quite right. 

The familiar transformation, the luster in the eyes, is full of interest, exploration and satisfaction. 

"Are you two young lovers?" 

Here comes, here, the aunt's expression began to become ambiguous. 

"Yes." Qin Yu was decisive. 



"No." After Tang Xin finished speaking, hearing his different answers, he couldn't help but look at Qin Yu 

weirdly. 

"Haha, is this in the end, why, chasing a little girl?" the aunt asked jokingly. 

Before Tang Xin could speak, Qin Yu nodded first: "Yes, I am chasing her. Auntie, I told you that it is 

difficult to chase, but who makes me like her!" 

For a moment, Qin Yu's eyes were full of admiration. 

It's over, the ideal son-in-law who just stared at is gone. 

The aunt was a little bit disappointed, and even the beef noodles that I had to eat every day in front of 

me were not fragrant. 

As for Tang Xin... 

He was already stupid, watching Tang Xin giving himself half a bowl of noodles stupidly, watching him 

caringly distribute more beef to himself. 

Watching him divide the soup to himself more, watch him put the chopsticks into his hands. 

Then she was like a fool, eating up the noodles bit by bit. 

Including clear soup... 

"Oh~" 

What it feels like to eat, Tang Xin can tell everyone clearly at this moment that she has a deep 

understanding of this. 

Because of this, she was retching from eating, and it felt so sour and refreshing. 

"It's okay!" Qin Yu handed her the water in his hand. 

After receiving the water, Tang Xin turned her head to vomit: "This is all blame..." 

When she turned around, she started to retching again, dying to death. 

After resting for more than half an hour, Tang Xin finally eased. 

Next, there is endless silence. 

She didn't know how to face Qin Yu because of the ambiguity and concern during the meal. 

A brainstorm popped up in my mind, I couldn't drive away even if I wanted to rush it! 

Why did he suddenly become so gentle, so that he almost completely fell into it, now his head is full of 

what he just did. 

No way, no way, I have fallen in love with him hopelessly. 

"What's wrong?" Qin Yu asked. UU reading www.uukanshu.com 



"You, why did you suddenly become so gentle?" Tang Xin looked at him in surprise, with a wing in his 

eyes. 

She wants to hear some different answers, what she really wants... 

"I am very gentle, am I?" Qin Yu shrugged and chuckled. 

The wing of Tang Xin's eyes instantly lost its luster, which was not what she wanted. 

She wants to hear Qin Yu say, "Because it is you, you are unique. Because I care about you, that's 

sincere. Because..." 

No matter what she thinks, it doesn't seem to matter anymore. 

Because Qin Yu has already given her the answer, she is not as important and unique as she thought! 

The hot chest was close to the back, and the breathing between the sniffles came into the ears. 

Moist aura pouring into my ears: "Because you are Tang Xin, and you are my favorite woman..." 

one. 

Chapter 817: Sign the king? No, it's the king 

 

 

It is not difficult to say love, but the consequences are a bit serious. 

…For Tang Xin. 

After eating takeaways in the hotel for two days, Xu Meixin made three phone calls before Qin Yu had to 

leave the hotel. 

"I'll take you back. The car will be sent back." Qin Yu hugged Tang Xin, who was numb, and put her on 

the back seat of the motorcycle at the door. 

"All right, go back to the car to take you home directly, don't take me here." Tang Xin said with his arms 

around his waist. 

"Why, do you want to change cars?" Qin Yu asked curiously. 

"Just treat him as if I compensate you for your reward." Tang Xin said. 

"...He lost, want you to pay?" Qin Yu looked back at her. 

"It's not easy for him to get that car. For so many years of friends, I don't want to make it too ugly." Tang 

Xin looked at him ingraciously. 

She didn't want Qin Yu to misunderstand, but she felt that she had lost the car again this time, and the 

little milk dog was afraid that she would not have a chance to play in the car again. 

"Is he an adult?" Qin Yu asked back. 



"That's for sure," Tang Xin said. 

Qin Yu propped up and finally said before putting on his helmet: "Since I am an adult, I should be 

responsible for my own decision." 

There's nothing to discuss, it's who owns it. 

Originally, he didn't plan to actually ask for a car, but Tang Xin said so. 

He still wants this car... 

"Remember to let someone notify him and send me the car to the company." Sending Qin Yu 

downstairs, Qin Yuxie smiled and said, "I will pay for the freight." 

The throttle rang and Qin Yu drove towards Miracle Company. 

Tang Xin dragged her tired and shiny body back home and blocked her girlfriend as soon as she opened 

the door. 

The house belongs to her, but it is too lonely to live alone. 

Tang Xin asked her best friend to live with him, and pay a monthly fee for the friendship room, sharing 

water and electricity equally. 

It is neither lonely, but also reduces expenses. 

The other party can also rent a cheap house to reduce the financial pressure of the first job. 

Killing two birds with one stone, so the two got together like this. 

"Going out, Mo friends party." Tangtang slumped his shoulders and lay weakly on the sofa. 

"Mo friends party?" Looking at her like that, my girlfriend joked: "I think it's a date!" 

"Say, did you go on a date with the handsome guy you said last time?" The girlfriend squatted beside 

her, her eyes full of gossip. 

"Yes... Xiaoyou, I just seemed to have made a mistake." Tang Xin said a little depressed. 

After listening to what she said, Xiaoyouren was dumbfounded. 

He slapped his forehead and gave an admiring thumbs up: "Sister, I really convinced you that you are in 

front of a man and want to pay for another man. 

Niu-breaking, I don’t know what to say except to say that you are a cow-breaking..." 

"You know me, I didn't mean that." Tang Xin said anxiously. 

"Okay, don't explain to me." Xiaoyou leaned her head on the floor and said speechlessly, "Let's think 

about how to explain to your man!" 

"He's not angry." Tang Xin said, "but he must be unhappy in his heart." 

"It's not a pleasure, and it's not a pleasure for me to change. Would you like to be your boyfriend and 

help other women pay the bill in front of you?" 



"I, don't I treat him as a buddy?" Tang Xin was a little panicked. 

She really didn't think so much when she said it, her temperament has always been like this. 

It's so big, the Northwest girl's characteristic boldness, just like a man. 

I always feel that there are all buddies in the Che Youhui, and a little brother like Xiaomaogou, as the 

eldest sister, should take care of him a lot. 

Besides, if it wasn't for himself, he wouldn't have played against Qin Yu again and again. 

I lost the trolley last time, if I lose another ZH2 this time. 

I'm afraid his dad can break his leg... 

"It's because the leg broke, that's another person's business." Xiaoyou really looked at her seriously. 

"Let me tell you, Tangtang, since you are really playing, you are in love. Just listen to me honestly." 

Seeing the serious expression of her girlfriend, Tang Xin immediately sat up, raised three fingers and 

nodded: "I must listen carefully." 

"First, always support your boyfriend unconditionally, especially when it comes to other men." 

"No, then can't I have friends anymore, and I have to be reasonable?" 

"Do you want to fall in love?" 

"...Think." Tang Xin compromised. 

Although he was reluctant to make such a big change in his life, he felt flustered when he thought of Qin 

Yu's face black today. 

Tang Xin felt that she should learn from her girlfriends, but she kept saying that she was a lover. 

Listen to her, it should be correct! 

"The second point is that things like what happened today must never happen again in the future. 

There is also the problem of treating men as buddies, you have to change... 

There is a difference between men and women, whether you are a buddy or a buddy, you are fine when 

you are alone, it is your own freedom. 

But now that you have a boyfriend and want to be good with him, you have to consider the mood of the 

person, right? " 

"No, but I've always been like this. Besides, it's playing cars." Tang Xin felt that this change was too 

great. 

How could it be possible to change her from a tomboy back to a lady suddenly. 

"I didn't tell you not to play in the car, but to keep your distance... You think about it in another way, 

and you want a beautiful woman to put her arm on your boyfriend's shoulder..." 



"She dare!" Tang Xin exploded before Xiaoyou finished speaking. 

Xiaoyou pointed at her, "Look, see you, think for yourself!" 

He patted her on the shoulder, and Xiaoyou felt that he didn't need to say any more. 

The little girl has already realized this, and she will understand everything after she studies it slowly. 

And, let's go on...for fear of revealing it! 

but… 

Hehe, she is still a bit curious, "Tell me how it feels to be together, so handsome, isn't it a lottery king?" 

"What is the king of lottery?" 

Tang Xin was still introspecting herself, and she only understood what she meant when she saw her 

gestures with her hands. 

"It's you, I didn't find why you are so lusty?" Tang Xin pointed at her angrily and cursed. 

"What's wrong, I'm an adult, and I care about the sexual well-being of my girlfriends, how can I be 

disgusted?" Xiaoyou retorted unconvinced. 

Seeing Tang Xin's tangled expression, peach blossoms on her face, she looked like a little woman. 

Xiaoyou was so shocked that his chin was about to fall off, and asked reluctantly, "No, won't you let me 

get it right?" 

"Why, don't think about it." Tang Xin couldn't help being pestered by her, and didn't want her man to 

bear the humiliation of'signing the king'. 

So, pretending to be inadvertent, put his hands together, and gradually pull apart, pull apart, pull apart... 

"Fuck, sister, are you teasing me?" Xiaoyouren was stupid when she saw her frozen distance. 

Even if you want to give your own man a face, you can't blow it like that! 

Just add some moisture appropriately... 

You just added a bulking agent directly to it. Is there such a powerful one? 

What's the matter with him? 

"I didn't lie to you, really... about thirty centimeters, I think..." 

Seeing that she didn't believe it, Tang Xin lowered her head and emphasized in a low voice. This is not 

her nonsense, at least that number. 

Break Tang Xin's head and let her look at herself. 

Except for panic and shyness, there is no guilty conscience at all, really? 

Now it's Xiaoyou's turn to panic, "Sister, can you...can you stand it?" 



Tang Xin shook her head without saying a word, and said to her heart, "You can't bear it, you don't know 

it! Didn't you say that you are a lover and rich in experience?" 

In fact, Xiaoyou is both curious and scared. 

Good guy, this can really stand up to it, will it break? 

As a theoretical expert, she has only one concept of 30cm: do it! 

… 

… 

"Secretary Xu, where's my new schedule?" Qin Yu walked past the secretary's desk, pushing the door 

and walking into the office as he kept walking. 

Xu Meixin followed, and said, "It is already on your desk, and the new equipment list that Vulcan needs, 

as well as the funding report for the application, are there. 

Xingtian's delivery has been completed, and the funds have been credited to the account. The 

comparison chart of Hudu's project progress has been sent to your mailbox..." 

Under Xu Meixin's arrangement, the work was carried out in an orderly manner. 

Even if Qin Yu suddenly missed two days of work, all of her time was arranged in an orderly manner. 

After finishing the report, Qin Yu looked up at the report and smiled: "I have said, are you a succumb to 

being a secretary?" 

"No." Xu Meixin said. 

"Then you know now...what else is there?" Qin Yu asked, seeing what she meant while standing still. 

"I want a salary increase." Xu Meixin said. 

"No problem, 2%." The average salary increase is this ratio. 

"10%, my workload is three to four times that of an ordinary secretary, and I think I'm worth the price." 

Xu Mei said sincerely. 

"But your starting salary is twice as high as that of an ordinary secretary." Qin Yu folded his hands and 

looked at her seriously. 

When Xu Meixin continued to speak, she suddenly said, "10%, I agree." 

"???" Xu Mei was a little confused, why suddenly she agreed. 

"Then, then I will go out first, Qin Dong." Anyway, I got the result I wanted. 

"and many more." 

But Qin Yu stopped her instead, "What the **** is going on, let's talk about it." 

He didn't know what happened, but he knew Xu Meixin needed money. 



Otherwise, she would not mention it so suddenly. 

In her style, she should apply for a formal report. 

Instead of going beyond finances, directly expressing to yourself that you need a salary increase. 

This is not in line with her previous professionalism... 

"I need to pay some other bills. UU reading www.uukanshu.com" Xu Meixin's answer was a bit vague. 

"I'm asking you, what happened." Qin Yu's expression became serious, and his tone of voice also 

increased. 

"I need to rent another house, and my father is sick and needs additional expenses." Xu Meixin said as 

concisely as possible. 

In fact, after her mother-in-law had a big uproar, she was kicked out of the house. 

The ex-husband squeezed her purse, and there is a sick father in the family, so she is in urgent need of 

money now. 

"Why didn't you say it earlier?" Qin Yu motioned to her to sit down, and then said: "I allow you to 

advance your salary for the second half of the year in advance." 

"Qin Dong, I..." 

"Don't refuse, this is not a charity, but to make you more focused on your work. I don't want you to 

worry about where you live at night when you work every day." 

Qin Yu pressed the inside line and said, "Miao Yuan, let me know that the finances are coming up. I have 

something to explain." 

Chapter 818: I'm afraid the hooligans are educated 

 

 

"Secretary Xu can advance her salary for the second half of the year. In addition, from now on, her salary 

will be adjusted by 10%." 

Xu Meixin's salary is not low. After the increase, her monthly salary has reached 45,000 per month. 

With various benefits and bonuses, her annual salary can reach 70+ W. 

This has basically broken the ceiling of secretarial salary, including foreign companies... 

Therefore, after Finance heard Qin Yu's instructions, his expression became apparently stiff. 

This salary package can also advance all the wages for the second half of the year in advance, and at the 

same time increase the salary by 10%. 

The boss really pays 2,000% to Secretary Xu. I am afraid that except for those precious technicians and a 

few CEOs in the company. 



No one is more important than her... 

Maybe even those few are inferior, who makes her a charming, sexy, mature peach. 

After signing his name, Finance took his things and left. 

From this moment on, Xu Meixin can advance all her salary for the second half of the year. 

At the same time, her salary and treatment standards will also be adjusted. 

"Thank you~" Xu Mei looked at him gratefully. 

She is now going through a difficult time, and she is discouraged by the encounters and blows in her life. 

Fortunately, her career did not give her a fatal blow. 

Instead, she pulled her out of the quagmire, gave her a chance to breathe, and gave her a touch of 

warmth. 

This feels great! 

"Is there anything else I need?" Qin Yu raised his head and looked at Xu Meixin. 

"It's time for me to ask." Xu Meixin stood upright and pushed the chair back under the table. 

"Boss, do you have any more orders?" 

"that's all, thanks!" 

"This is my job." 

The two smiled at each other, and Xu Meixin turned and walked out. 

But shortly afterwards, she came back. 

"Secretary Xu, I said there is no need for this." Qin Yu thought she would like to thank her again. 

"No, boss, it was a call from a woman who claimed to be Teacher Song. Her mobile phone is dead, and 

the borrowed mobile phone cannot dial your number." 

"What's up with her?" 

"She said she had a car accident." 

… 

… 

The roar and roar of the V12 engine alone set off a frenzy of watching movies. 

When Qin Yu parked the car at the scene of the accident, he found that the situation was much better 

than he thought. 

The so-called car accident was just two cars rubbing against each other slightly. 



Seeing Qin Yu coming down inside the opened butterfly door, Song Yuqiao, who was sitting in the car, 

opened the door. 

"Qin Yu." 

"It's okay, I'll look at the situation first." Seeing her worry, Qin Yu whispered comfortingly. 

The owner of the opposite car also saw Qin Yu, but his expression was a bit embarrassing and there was 

a slight guilty conscience. 

Qin Yu must have read it right. 

Therefore, he originally intended to compensate him directly, so he planned to understand the situation 

before talking about it. 

Two cars are in the parking line on the side of the road, the front is an Audi A6, and the back is Song 

Yuqiao's A3. 

"Are you the owner of the car?" Qin Yu looked at the mental guy standing next to the V6. 

Moxi had a dry head, a small beard, and pants with small feet. He was thin and looked like a chicken 

intestine. 

"Yes, I am, are you her boyfriend?" the spirit guy asked. 

"Well, what's the situation?" Qin Yu said that he still didn't understand the situation. 

The mental guy pointed to the white paint under the rear bumper of the A6, "Your girlfriend drove my 

car while parking." 

Qin Yu squatted down and looked at the two cars. The position where A6 was rubbed was facing the 

right side of the street. 

Therefore, Qin Yu subconsciously went to look at the left side of the front of the A3. 

Because whether it is reversing into the warehouse, or straight in. 

According to the position of the A6 and the angle of the two cars, only the left side can cause scratching. 

But then the other party pointed to the bumper under the right headlight of the A3 car and said: "This is 

not scratched, it's here!" 

Brother Yu looked blankly and looked down. 

Looking at it, I smiled on the spot... 

Two old wounds hung on the front of the A3, which coincided with the height of the A6 being scratched. 

But the key is that A6 is a scratch that is pulled out about 5 cm. 

The mark on the front of the A3 is just a black spot showing the primer, which is completely impossible 

to cause. 

If it is, then the traces left by the front of the A3 will at least not be a black spot the size of a soybean. 



Moreover, there is no black paint on it. 

"How do you want to solve it?" Qin Yu asked. 

"Compensation for 1,000 yuan, or insurance, you can provide me with a car to travel during the 

maintenance period." 

The other party may think it is bluffing Qin Yu, and said again according to the previous request to Song 

Yuqiao. 

"Qin Yu, my phone is dead, and I didn't bring cash when I came out." Song Yuqiao said embarrassedly. 

If she brought money, she wouldn't call Qin Yu. 

Judging from her appearance, she really thought she had done something wrong. 

Although she thought it was impossible at first. 

But her mind is very confused now, and she was disturbed by the other's strong words. 

So, this will be inexplicable, and it is indeed that I accidentally stabbed it. 

1000 yuan? 

Provide a car for transportation? 

Brother Yu is really dumbfounded, no matter how strange things are, let himself meet. 

Not to mention that this was not caused by Song Yuqiao at all, because judging from the scars, it was 

completely impossible. 

Whether it's the angle or the comparison of the scratches, it's a nonsense from beginning to end. 

Song Yuqiao was only in distrust of his own technology, and because of the fact that he was just white 

paint, he had old wounds again. 

The other party made another arrogant threat and was bluffed by him. 

Even if she really caused it, just fix the car for you. 

A car is also provided for you to transport. Do you want me to prepare another rocket to send you to the 

sky? 

"I also give you two choices, either drive off, or call the traffic police and insurance to compare. 

Then, I asked a lawyer to sue you for blackmail, what do you think? " 

"What do you mean, I was so arrogant after hitting my car, I think I am rich, right?" 

The mental boy became angry from embarrassment. 

Qin Yu took out his mobile phone, "It's better to call the police." 

In a civilized society, he has no rough ideas. 



"Qin Yu." Song Yuqiao was a little panicked, what's the situation. 

"It's okay, I'll take care of it. You didn't rub his car." Qin Yu said affirmatively. 

Song Yuqiao, who was in a panic, regained his senses under his comfort. 

Thinking of the other party coming up as a threat, he also offered to provide him with a scooter for 

insurance. 

Someone reminded him to check the dash cam, but he also interrupted forcibly, pointing at the 

scratches all the time and saying it was his fault. 

Then, he believed it inexplicably. 

Grievance, anger, instantly hit my heart. 

"Okay, you are great!" 

Seeing that he is real, the mental guy said unwillingly: "500 yuan, I'm unlucky!" 

"Hey, there was an accident here..." Brother Yu ignored his words. 

The dog barks, there is no need to listen. 

Dirty ears... 

The mental boy did not speak, and directly called the insurance. 

There was nothing wrong with him anyway, the other side parked behind, and then his car was 

scratched. 

Someone is always responsible for this, even if the insurance decision is not her responsibility, it is just 

that she has made a mistake in her judgment. 

What is the problem? ? 

After a while, the traffic police arrived. 

When he looked down, his eyes on the mental boy became unkind. 

This is obviously wrong, and any driver with common sense can see it. 

It is impossible for A3 to cause such a scratch. If it is really caused, the consequences will be much more 

serious than this. 

Immediately after the other party's insurance arrived, he glanced twice, and then circled A3. 

Tell the A6 driver directly, "Brother, shall we take insurance or should we?" 

There is nothing to argue about, the situation is clear at a glance. 

"You said it was not made by the car behind?" the spirit guy asked. 

Insurance is a little helpless, you say you have to be decent if you want to ruin people, which is too far-

fetched. 



"It can't be made from that angle, and the scar is not right." 

"I made a mistake, I'll fix it myself." The spirit guy said he was about to get in the car. 

The traffic police and insurance are also planning to leave, complaining "Everyone has it." 

Song Yuqiao, who was a little worried before, completely relaxed, and said "thank you" to the traffic 

police and insurance. 

But it was more aggrieved and uncomfortable. Because she was worried for so long, she called Qin Yu. 

The other party had made up his mind to corrupt people from the beginning. 

This will wake up from the panic, thinking of the other person when he is questioning "How could I hit 

this side". 

The other party looked around the front of his car and said, "I don't know how you did it, but it must be 

you. The injuries are here" before hesitating. 

At that time, he was making excuses and trying to corrupt himself. 

Uncomfortable! 

Qin Yu, who has been acting as an audience, stood up at this moment: "Don't rush away, things are not 

over yet." 

"Why, I made a mistake, it's you who don't want you to compensate." The spirit guy asked. 

"Apologize." 

Qin Yu pointed to Song Yuqiao and said, "Apologize to her and I will treat it as the matter is over." 

Song Yuqiao's frustrated eyes lit up, and if she could make the other party apologize, she could accept it. 

"Crazy!" The mental guy cursed, closing the door indifferently. 

Apologize, he won't apologize! 

Why did you apologize if you did nothing wrong? 

Keng Keng~ 

Qin Yu knocked on the car window, and the other party lowered the window and said, "Get out of the 

way, I'm still busy with things!" 

"Fu Yishao, an employee of Hengjie Car Rental Company, this car is the company's car. 

You said that if the boss knew that you drove the car in private, what would happen if you got stabbed? 

" 

Seeing the sudden change in the other person's expression, UU read www.uukanshu. com Qin Yu 

continued: "This is not the most serious, because you will soon receive a subpoena." 

"How do you know what my name is? You want to sue me? Go sue! Do you file a case for a thousand 

yuan, funny." 



The young man was timid, but it was only because of the unknown panic caused by Qin Yu suddenly 

breaking his identity. 

As for the threat behind, the other party didn't care at all, but showed a foolish smile. 

Hearing the answer from the other party, Brother Yu also smiled. 

This is called "I'm afraid the hooligans are educated." They will use the law to protect themselves. 

The erroneous people are so arrogant and arrogant, and it might really make him continue to be 

arrogant. 

Because it is very difficult for ordinary people to spend time and money for such a small thing, just for 

exasperation. 

But he obviously didn't read the almanac when he went out today, so he was unlucky. 

"A thousand yuan is nothing, but what if the person being blackmailed suffers mental harm?" 

Chapter 819: Venting not overnight 

 

 

Hengjie Car Rental Service Company, Major General Fu Yi parked his car in the parking space. 

"Brother, I'm back." Someone greeted Fu Yishao. 

"Well, how is the business today?" Fu Yishao, like a young master who returned to her home, threw the 

key to the other party. 

"Not bad, the boss is discussing business with people." 

"knew." 

Fu Yishao walked to the office while whistling, opened the door and said loudly: "Boss... have guests?" 

Fu Yishao's eyes lit up, this woman is really spicy! 

Look at her in professional attire. 

Uh~ 

"Who told you to come in without knocking." 

Fang Lu first reprimanded and introduced: "This is Secretary Xu, we have some business to discuss." 

"Secretary Xu, hello." Fu Yishao reached out to shake hands with Xu Meixin. 

"This is the young man of our car dealership. He is very flexible and has a lot of resources in his hands." 

Fang Lu said with a smile, "Xiao Fu, you have to ask Secretary Xu for your care in the future." 



"No, boss Fang, I want to hear the answer as soon as possible." Xu Meixin turned to Fang Lu with a cold 

expression. 

"Personally, there is nothing wrong with me, but... you are sure it is true." 

"Sign now, and the money will be credited within a minute." 

Seeing the other party so arrogant, a hint of anger flashed through Fu Yishao's eyes, "Damn, what's so 

great." 

Sitting on the sofa cursingly, Fu Yishao stepped on the table and played with the phone. 

As for the business the two were discussing, he wanted to care. 

But people didn't give himself a chance, and besides having resources at hand, what was he afraid of? 

"Deal." After Fang Lu hesitated, he picked up the pen on the table. 

Putting away the contract, the mobile phone came with a clear sound of short message prompts. 

Fang Lu looked at the above amount with a satisfied smile. 

25 million, so easy to get. 

Although it has lost its own leasing company, in fact this company can't make much money at all. 

I'm worried every day, I don't know how much to worry about. 

Now, he can do anything with money and get a good night's sleep by the way. 

Every day before this, just call in the middle of the night. 

Fang Lu's heart came up to his throat in an instant, for fear that the traffic police would call from the 

other side. 

Because whenever the first call is made by a traffic policeman, it is usually a major accident. 

And a big accident may make him suffer from half a year's hard work. 

Behind is the endless confrontation, negotiation, and wrangling. 

It is necessary to explain to the owner of the vehicle, to settle the compensation, and to be responsible 

for the loss and maintenance of the vehicle. 

Interact with insurance companies to investigate the cause of the accident. 

Let's have some questions about fraud, it can be quite lively. 

Just the thought of starting from scratch and doing what I do today is nothing like that. 

It is still inevitable that there is a sense of emptiness and loss in my heart. 

"Happy cooperation." Fang Lu said with a smile. 

Xu Meixin shook hands with each other and smiled: "Happy cooperation, now..." 



Turning to face Fu Yishao, who put his legs on the coffee table, scornful. 

Xu Meixin said calmly: "You have been fired." 

"What?" Fu Yishao raised his head, his expression full of surprise. 

"that……" 

Fang Lu was also a little confused, what's the situation? 

It's not that the other party has no rights. Since the company is hers, she certainly has this right. 

It's just that, when you come up, you dismiss your valuable man, is there any misunderstanding in it? 

What does this have to do with her buying her own company? ? ? 

"Boss Fang, you can leave." Xu Meixin said with a smile. 

She just came to complete what the boss ordered, as for the other things, it has nothing to do with her. 

She is not in the mood to waste time here! 

Xu Meixin looked at Fu Yishao and asked with both hands lightly, "What are you still doing here, waiting 

for me to invite you out?" 

As soon as the voice fell, the door of the office opened. 

The expressionless He Wu stood by the door frame, staring at him calmly. 

But in that peace, it was full of indifference that made Fu Yishao shudder... 

It was as if he was staring at a corpse. 

"Me, boss!" 

Fu Yishao turned his attention to his backer. 

Over the years, he has done a lot for the car dealership. Is he just looking at it? 

"Secretary Xu, is there any misunderstanding in this?" Fang Lu saw something was wrong. 

Looking at it now, the other party's purchase of his own company is nothing like "fancy its development 

potential and adjust the company's development direction" or something like nonsense. 

Although he had never believed it before, he didn't know the reason at that time. 

Now, he probably guessed something. 

"You go out first." Fang Lu said blankly. 

"Boss, I..." Fu Yishao was embarrassed, how did he get fired. 

"Get out." Fang Lu shouted. 

Seeing that Fang Lu was really angry, Fu Yishao gave Xu Meixin a fierce look and snorted coldly and 

walked out. 



"Secretary Xu, what is going on?" Fang Lu asked Xu Meixin, looking at him. 

"Boss Fang, now that you have got the money, go back and enjoy it, and leave it alone." Xu Meixin said 

calmly. 

"Yes, you are right or wrong, but Xiao Fu has been with me for so many years after all, I..." 

I can see that he is a nostalgic boss, and Xu Meixin thinks of her boss. 

People who want to get started will never treat him badly. 

Xu Meixin didn't want him to get involved in this matter because of a moment of anger. 

So, I told him briefly about the situation. 

When Fang Lu walked out of the office, his face had completely changed. 

"Boss, what's the situation, who is she?" Fu Yishao yelled angrily. 

"Who is she?" Fang Lu sneered, "You will know soon." 

"Xiao Fu, what you did was a bit too much." After speaking, Fang Lu waved his hand and left. 

Fu Yishao, who only left his head covered with mist, stood in place, "What's the matter, boss, are you 

clear about it?" 

"Master He, please send him out." Xu Meixin said, standing at the door of the office, looking at the 

outside. 

"Why, want to fire me? Pay me the salary first." 

Hearing what Xu Meixin said, Fu Yishao understood. Now the car dealership has changed. 

So, Fang Lu just sold the car dealership Well you Fang Lu, I ran for you before and after, you just left me 

alone. 

Okay, let's see how I can find you afterwards. 

Now, he asks for his salary first, anyway, a penny can't be less. 

"I'll give you off if I go by myself." He Wu stood in front of him, never mentioning his salary. 

"Give me the salary first, or I will sue you, have you heard? 

Don't think I don't know the law, believe it or not, I'll report you. " 

"Send him out." Xu Meixin didn't bother to say more. 

Such a small role has long been ignored by her. 

Had it not been for the boss to personally order, such a small matter would be worth her first secret. 

The boss said that from today onwards, let him have nothing to do in this line. 

The account at the back will be calculated slowly... 



Chapter 820: End 

 

At home, Song Yuqiao slumped on the bed with a pillow. 

"Why, still angry?" Qin Yu smiled and sat on the side of the bed, passing the water to her. 

"Um." 

Song Yuqiao took the water, took a sip and said, "I'm all to blame for being tired these days." 

She has been busy with public classes these days and hasn't slept much. 

Last night, I slept for four hours. 

I taught a morning class today, all kinds of preparations... 

After class was over, my head was completely dumbfounded. 

Therefore, when the car is parked, it is not even sure whether it hits the car in front or not. 

If it weren't for her cell phone's out of power and no money with her. 

It must have been transferred to the other party, and there won't be anything that happened after Qin 

Yu arrived. 

When she thought about it again, the money would have been in the other party's hands long ago. 

When the time comes, only the dumb can eat Coptidis, and think that it is unlucky. 

One thousand yuan, say more is not too much, say less is a lot. 

But after all, it wasn't about money at all, thinking that I was almost ruined like a fool. 

My heart was suffocated to death, and even my breathing became heavy. 

"So, don't drive when you are tired, and don't do this again next time." 

Qin Yu hugged her to comfort her, and said, "Don't worry, I will help you out with this tone." 

"What did you do?" Song Yuqiao asked. 

"It's nothing, I just found out that the car dealership is in a good location, so I bought it." 

25 million, Fanglu's car rental company is not worth the price. 

The valuable one is the land where Fang Lu used to drive, and it is also his... 

"Did you buy his company?" Song Yuqiao asked in disbelief, covering her mouth. 

I bought the other company just to give a sigh of relief. 

Is it a bit too exaggerated? 

"I said, it has a good location. What I want is that piece of land. By the way, I will help you out." 



Qin Yu said lightly, but Song Yuqiao didn't realize it was incidental. 

Why didn't he buy it early and didn't buy it late? When he was angry, he thought the place was pretty 

good. 

Obviously, this is done to vent my anger. 

"Qin Yu, you will spoil me like this." Song Yuqiao buried his head on his chest. 

"Why treat me so well, if you leave me someday, what should I do?" 

The worried expression made people laugh or cry. 

Brother Yu thought to herself, "Women's brain circuits are really different, and I was so touched just 

now that I was about to cry..." 

"When I buy the car dealership, I will ask him to drive him to vent your anger, and no one from other 

dealerships will ask him again." 

Qin Yu changed the subject, he didn't want to talk about the promise that could not be fulfilled. 

"Why?" Song Yuqiao also moved his attention away. 

"Because all car dealers will know what he did." 

There are unspoken rules in any industry, like the private use of Fu Yishao's bus before, this kind of thing 

is too common in car dealers. 

The unspoken rule is called unspoken rule because it is not visible. 

Hengjie will issue a notice that Fu Yishao drove away the company vehicle without permission, causing 

damage to the vehicle. 

He also took the opportunity to blackmail others and notify all colleagues. 

In addition, he will be expelled and held accountable in the name of Hengjie Leasing Company. 

Not only this time, but also the loss he caused before and the wastage cost of the vehicle. 

So, after spending a few days in Fu Yishao, he finally remembered when he was looking for a job. 

Suddenly, I realized that my reputation in the industry was already stinking. 

"Hey, Brother Li... I, Xiao Fu, haha, didn't you tell me to talk to you last time, I now figure it out." 

"Xiao Fu, I am full, you can ask someone else." 

"Don't, Brother Li, I..." 

When the phone hung up, Fu Yishao jumped and yelled. 

At the beginning he was anxious to quit, but now he regards himself as a plague god. 

He didn't believe it, and he couldn't find anyone who dared to accept him. 



"Hey, Brother Xu..." 

"I'm not hiring people, I have something to do, that's it." 

"Brother Marco, it's me..." 

"Ah, I'm too busy, I hung up." 

"..." 

"Brother Wang, I'm Xiao Fu..." 

"What Xiaofu, don't know, slap!" 

After making seven or eight phone calls, no one answered him at all. 

Either he hung up with a haha, or he directly indicated that he did not know him. 

There was a lot of rumors about him from outside, saying that his hands and feet were dirty, and he did 

not know how to do things. 

This time, it was even worse, and it caused a lot of trouble for myself. 

Although I don't know the specific situation, Hengjie let someone take it, and Fu Yishao let someone 

open it directly. 

Everyone is a colleague, and many bosses know Fang Lu. 

Just make a phone call and ask, and you will know what is going on. 

Although Fang Lu didn't say it clearly, nor did he say anything bad about Fu Yishao, he didn't refute what 

they said. 

They are all exquisite businessmen, so I understand. 

To put it bluntly, no matter how big the matter is, no one is interested in making trouble for their own 

family. 

Four-legged toads are hard to find, and two-legged salesmen are still dissatisfied with the streets. 

Anyone can be hired in just three days of training. 

Is he insignificant? 

After the last call, Fu Yishao really realized. 

I'm in this business, there is no way to go. 

This was already a week later, except for Xu Meixin who told Song Yuqiao the results. 

Qin Yu had forgotten the existence of this person after receiving a response from the other party, "Will 

it be too much?" 

The Western Expedition is about to end, and the friction between the Church of Marvel Science and the 

Iron Eagle League is also intensifying day by day. 



Both sides wanted to get enough benefits, and Bai Ze didn't come to Qin Yu. 

He also didn't let Ye Jinlan spread the word, which meant that the two sides reached a tacit 

understanding. 

Who can get the big head depends entirely on ability! 

The Church of Miracle Science was dispatched, including the [templar mecha warrior] who was in charge 

of guarding the temple where it was born. 

The temple mecha warriors equipped with [Xing Tian], in terms of combat power alone, dominate the 

church. 

There are a lot of spoils obtained during the Western Expedition. 

Shelters, minerals, various supplies and increasingly restored land, population, etc. 

But the only thing that both sides cares most about is the same, the scientific treasure house of the 

Starry Empire. 

Inside are stored the craftsmanship of the split bombs, as well as many knowledge and techniques left 

over from the former empire. 

Those knowledge and technology are the greatest treasures! 

However, the treasure trove of science is still under the control of the Revival Empire. 

To get it, we need to solve the last resistance forces of the empire first. 

The imperial power armed, the direct troops under the command of the emperor himself. 

It is also the combat unit with the best equipment, the strongest strength, and the most extreme 

thinking in the Revival Empire. 

The [templar mecha warrior] was dispatched to deal with this force. 

Capture the inner city before the Iron Eagle Alliance and occupy the treasure house of science. 

After six hours, Qin Yu finally waited for the news he wanted. 

All members of the imperial power armed forces were destroyed, the emperor suicided, and the 

treasure house of science was successfully captured. 

[Temple Mecha Warrior] Six people were killed in battle, and the armed mecha was scrapped. 

Three people were seriously injured, and the mecha damage was 85 percent. 

The losses in the last battle accounted for 11.6 percent of the entire battle. 

It's horrible! 

At the same time, the healing center took away the bodies of the emperor and all members of the 

imperial power armed forces. 

 


